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TEDx Defensie, April 15th 2015: (e)Motions in Time.
Giving stage to a diversity of human(e) stories hidden behind
the uniforms of a military organization. With a mixture of
stories, art, ideas, music, technology, and dance, military
leaders were dared to meet the challenges of the 21st century.

find and express their most personal stories. A network of
corporate storytellers has been built to promote the sharing
of experiences and ideas within the organization and society.
The height of corporate storytelling within the Netherlands
MOD is the annual TEDx conference.

The Netherlands Ministry of Defence (MOD) is deployable
for peace and security anywhere and at all times. In today’s
national and international context, the MOD’s work is
becoming increasingly complex and uncertain,
involving greater and greater cooperation
with other parties. This requires customized
leadership, both in the peacetime organization
and during deployments. In addition, new
ways of working and the next generation of
personnel call for different styles of leadership.

TED is a U.S. based organization that
supports sharing ideas through storytelling.
With short speeches (8-18 minutes) leaders,
entrepreneurs, scientists, and artists share
their insights and worldviews. In 2013
the Netherlands MOD obtained an official
corporate TEDx license.

MOD’s Centre of Excellence for Leadership
Development stimulates today’s military
leaders to an increasing extent to inspire rather
than monitor, to listen rather than speak, and
to build bridges rather than persuade. The 21st
century military leaders are trained both on
their skills and in their character.

At the 2015 corporate TEDx conference art
met science, and philosophy met military
operation. Personal stories were told by
military colleagues including stories about
the recovery of MH17, experiencing posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), balancing
between being a soldier and being a father,
the value of companionship, and showing
children from a war zone that soldiers can
be good. Emotions were shared on stage and
experienced by the public. Lessons were
drawn from the past, by sharing personal
experiences from deployments back to
Lebanon in 1981, and attention was focused
on the future, with talks about diversity,
3D technology, military apps, the impact of
imagination, and social innovation. Military
leaders were moved and inspired to become
the leaders they are, balancing on a line
between their strong corporate identity and the
dynamics of transformational change.

Within its long tradition of leadership
development, the Netherlands’ MOD Centre
of Excellence for Leadership Development has
discovered storytelling to be a crucial factor.
Stories have always been used by soldiers
to teach less experienced colleagues, inspire
others, cope with different situations, make
sense of the organization, and strengthen
societal support. Leaders can develop leaders
by telling stories and sharing their ideas.
Within the Netherlands MOD the practices of
storytelling are being promoted as a means to
develop military leaders as well as strengthen
societal support. The Centre facilitates
workshops on storytelling to help soldiers
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